AN
IMPROBABLE
STORY OF
LOVE
Itells the story of Diva G, an elegant star
of Cabaret who crosses the path of a
sweet guy, as funny as clumsy, Dandy
Danno.
A meeting that unites two different
characters. A woman sure of herself and
a man with a tender heart. The conquest,
the despair, the emotion, unexpected
events, catastrophes, lightness,
spontaneity, joy, happiness,
misunderstandings, all these elements
are brought together when one thinks of
impossible loves.
“An improbable story of love" is essentially
a visual comedy show where we can
expect everything. It is understandable in
all languages.
On stage Dandy is very physical. He uses
his body and his funny faces to make the
audience laugh. His character is stylish
but in reality it is also funny and
awkward. Diva G. is its opposite, she is
serious and realistic. She represents the
intelligence and lucidity.
Go see “An improbable story of love" it is
to forget, even for a few moments, all the
negative thoughts.
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AWARDS
FESTIVAL
DANDY DANNO & DIVA G

2016
* TORINO FRINGE FESTIVAL - ITALY
the most-watched show

* FESTIVAL AVIGNON OFF nominated for Turnesol Prize
FRANCE

2017
* BRIGHTON FRINGE FESTIVAL - UK
* FESTIVAL DE ALEDO - SPAIN
Premio nazionale città di Leonforte - Italy
Best show
Premio Medma città di Rosarno - Italy
Innovative show

2018
XXIII FESTIVAL INTERNACIONAL
DE TEATRO COMICO DE MAIA PORTUGAL
Premio nazionale Lembo - Italy
Best show
Premio Angelo Perugini - Macerata - Italy
Best show

about us

bio

DANDY DANNO (Daniele)
Originally from Vicenza, he comes from
the world of circus clowns.
He has been the protagonist of
numerous international tours with the
biggest Italian circuses abroad.
In 2015 he was included among the
funniest comedians in the world.
(source Clown blog).
In 2017 he won the "Best Characterist"
award for the National Prize of the
Theater City of Leonforte
In 2018 Angelo Musco Award as Best
Actor.
He made his debut on television with
"Telesiculissimi" program. In 2017 he
made his debut as a comedian in
becoming the leading comedian.

DIVA G (Graziana)
originally from Giardini Naxos in
Sicily.
After studying languages, she went
abroad where she studied in deep her
knowledge of languages and
techniques related to the world of
entertainment.
Born as a costume designer, creator
of shows and choreographer, after
the meeting with Daniele and 8 years
of management in show business and
entertainment, she decided to follow
him in the circus experience. The duo
"DANDY DANNO & DIVA G" was
born
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